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Introduction

The term molecular graphics first occurred in the seventies
when molecular scientists adapted a new method from re-
searchers in the field of structural investigation [1-3]. In the
latter field computer graphical representations of electron
densities (obtained from x-ray diffraction measurements) as
isosurfaces have lead to an enormous step forward in the
determination of protein structures: molecular structures
(represented as “chicken wire” line graphs [4]) could be fit-
ted interactively to the experimentally determined electron
densities represented as nets of lines. The computer graphi-
cally supplied technique replaced a standard method based
on complicated models made out of sticks and modeling
clay. Computer graphical tools in the early stage of molecu-

lar graphics were dominated by vector graphical represen-
tations on special graphics computer hardware based on
calligraphic technology [5,6]: Only lines and dots could be
represented and almost all manipulation of the molecular
scenarios had to be performed on a main frame computer
and then submitted to the graphics hardware. The aims of
research in these early days of molecular graphics were not
so far away from the aims of chemists in this field today:
One was interested in the quantitative treatment of intra-
and intermolecular arrangements controlled by distance cri-
teria which could be applied interactively. Distance vectors
between selected atomic increments could be recorded and
displayed during interactive manipulations of the molecu-
lar scenario and a possible overlap of molecular surfaces
(represented as a collection of dots (dotted surfaces) based
on a hard sphere model - the so-called CPK-model) could
hardly be recognized. Almost all of early molecular graph-
ics applications came from the field of pharmaceutical chem-
istry and many of the applicants were from chemical com-
panies. The new field grew fast. The Molecular Graphics
Society (today Molecular Graphics and Modelling Society)
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was founded in 1983 and the Journal of Molecular Graphics
was set up shortly thereafter. Many of the papers in this jour-
nal and others were related to new graphic techniques (see
for example Brickmann et al. [7-9]), in particular also as a
consequence of the dramatic increase of raster graphics tech-
nologies pioneered by the new hardware devices of the Sili-
con Graphics company and others. While in the beginning of
the eighties nearly nobody believed that this technology could
ever be fast enough to allow interactivity on the basis of space
filling molecular models, the new technique replaced the old
one within a few years. New hardware developments and the
generation of graphical software standards made it easy to
generate images of very high complexity with interactive re-
fresh rate without extensive graphics programming [10-15].
Today the question in the field is no longer “how to represent
(technically) a certain molecular scenario” but “what should
be represented” [16-19] in order to obtain a maximum of
information from the underlying data and to get an optimal
insight from the image.

This paper is not focussed on the description of new algo-
rithms or new programs in the field of molecular graphics.
We are dealing here with more general aspects, namely the
strategic basis of molecular graphics for the optimization of
the information transfer between human activity and compu-
tational processes and vice versa. If not indicated otherwise,
we use the term molecular graphics representation (MGR)
synonymously for the representation of molecular scenarios
as screen images, as slides or hardcopies, as video sequences,
and also as virtual scenarios which can be inspected and
manipulated interactively (locally or over the net).

The paper is organized as follows. In section II some gen-
eral principles are summarized concerning some basic rules
for an optimal presentation termed “graphical excellence”
by E. Tufte in his famous book on the visual display of quan-
titative information [20]. The following section III is related
to the human ability of analysis of visually represented infor-
mation. In particular, the treatment of similarity and
complementarity of two objects are discussed. Section IV
deals with the transformation of molecular information to a
scenario which can be recognized with human pattern recog-
nition abilities. In section V some possibilities for the inter-
active reduction of complexity of MGM’s are outlined while
section VI deals with the introduction of graphical languages
and the inclusion of these languages in algorithmic descrip-
tions of molecular scenarios. In the final section some con-
clusions are drawn and perspectives are given.

Graphical excellence as a guideline for the development
of molecular graphics representations

Edward Tufte wrote in his book ”Envisioning Information”
[21] in the first chapter: ”Even though we navigate daily
through a perceptual world of three spatial dimensions and
reason occasionally about higher dimensional arenas with
mathematical ease, the world portrayed on our information
displays is caught up in the two-dimensionality of the end-

less flatlands1  of paper and video screen. All communication
between the readers of an image and the makers of an image
must now take place on a two-dimensional surface. Escaping
this flatland is the essential task of envisioning information -
for all the interesting worlds (physical, biological, imagi-
nary, human) that we seek to understand are inevitably and
happily multivariate in nature. Not flatlands.” Molecular
objects are essentially three-dimensional, molecular infor-
mation may be adequately represented even in a space which
has much more dimensions. Molecular graphics representa-
tions (MGRs) must take this multi-dimensionality into ac-
count. Since molecules and molecular data are not objects of
our everyday life, there is much room for the creation of
MGRs. There are technical possibilities to generate quasi three
dimensional representations of model scenarios by placing
the human inspector in a large cubic box – the CAVE [22] –
wherein images of a scenario are projected to the walls and
an interactive device (data glove etc.) can be used in order to
interfere with the 3D-world but in this paper this new ap-
proach is not in the focus of our consideration. Independ-
ently from this new technical possibility, a representation
should fulfill some general requirements in order to optimize
the information flow between a graphical representation (in
a very general sense) and a human inspector. These require-
ments have been outlined in Tufte’s first book [20] ”The visual
display of quantitative information” under a somewhat dif-
ferent context as graphical excellence:

Excellence in statistical graphics consists of complex ideas
communicated with clarity, precision, and efficiency. Graphi-
cal displays should

 (i) show the data
 (ii) induce the viewer to think about the substance rather

than about methodology, graphic design, the technology of
graphic production, or something else

(iii) avoid distorting what the data have to say
(iv) present many numbers in a small space
(v) make large data sets coherent
(vi) encourage the eye to compare different pieces of data
(vii) reveal the data at several levels of detail, from a broad

overview to the fine structure
(viii) serve a reasonably clear purpose: description, ex-

ploration, tabulation, or decoration
(ix) be closely integrated with the statistical and verbal

descriptions of a data set.
 The author summarizes the principles of graphical excel-

lence as follows: “Graphical excellence is the well-designed
presentation of interesting data, a matter of substance, of sta-
tistics, and of design, it consists of complex ideas communi-
cated with clarity, precision, and efficiency. Moreover, graphi-
cal excellence is that which gives to the viewer the greatest
number of ideas in the shortest time with the least ink in the
smallest space and graphical excellence is nearly always
multivariate”.

Although these principles were formulated mainly for
applications of graphical representations in printed media,
slides or static two-dimensional screen images, they repre-
sent a very good basis for all types of molecular graphics
representations. This should be kept in mind while reading
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the following sections. In the next subsection we will give a
particular example for a consequent realization.

Pattern recognition abilities of human searchers

The specific recognition of a molecule within a molecular
scenario plays an important role in many chemical processes.
For instance, it forms the basis for highly specific reactions
in biochemistry and catalysis. A large variety of different fac-
tors (energetic, entropic, and kinetic, etc.) come into play in
a conceptional model approach when we attempt to describe
such recognition in a precise way [23]. From a thermody-
namic point of view, the specificity of a receptor can be meas-
ured by a subgroup A of molecules it recognizes (at a given
level of affinity defined by a certain ∆G value) from among a
larger ensemble B of molecules which in principle have to be
considered. This type of recognition may often be described
in terms of the key and lock image first introduced by Emil
Fischer [24] in 1894. In order to define the set A and the
reference set B a rational approach is clearly needed. In prin-
ciple, the tools for such an approach are available. ∆G values

or relative ∆G values for the binding of a substrate to a given
receptor can be calculated on the basis of thermodynamic
quantities, and molecular simulations. Such calculations are
still very expensive as far as computational effort is concerned
and they are only justified for such molecular scenarios for
which a preselection process of molecular partners and their
relative arrangements has been made on the basis of a sim-
plified model scenario: One has to answer the question what
molecular part of molecule A may fit to what molecular part
of molecule B. The answer is strongly related to the question
of molecular similarity (if different molecules A should be
tested as possible partner for an unknown receptor, knowing
that one or more molecules from the set are active) or mo-
lecular complementarity in the region of a receptor B (if this
is known). In order to answer the open questions we thus
have to look at the molecules from the point of view of a
“molecular inspector” and trying to discover which may be-
long to a certain class of possible “keys” to fit some given
“lock”. The search becomes even more complicated when

Figure 1 Size similarity of two-dimensional objects

Figure 2 Global shape similarity of two-dimensional objects

Figure 3 Partial similarity: All animals are pairwise differ-
ent but they have a similar face in common

Figure 4 Shape complementarities of two two-dimensional
objects
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the “lock” cannot be specified. In this case one is looking for
complementarity between arbitrary regions of one molecule
and regions of a second molecule without any knowledge of
the search patterns.

There is no doubt that the most effective search procedure
- for those instances in which it can be applied - is still the
“eyeball” technique used by human “searchers” [25]. One
can easily compare different objects and analyze their simi-
larity or dissimilarity without having explicitly defined cri-
teria in hand. This is demonstrated with the cartoons in Fig-
ures 1-3. The creatures in Figure 1 obviously show size simi-
larity.

For this case, it is relatively simple to transfer criteria for
the analysis of size similarity to a molecular scenario calcu-
lating diameters, molecular masses, volumes etc. Size simi-
larity is definitely relevant for the analysis of molecular sieves
(zeolites and others). The animals in Figure 2 are different in
size but similar in shape.

There are several papers published on the analysis of glo-
bal shape similarity of molecules in the last few years [26-
30]. It turns out that an algorithmic solution of this problem
is not an easy task while the eyeball technique can be still
applied very effectively. This becomes even more obvious if
one is interested in the analysis of partial similarity. This is
demonstrated with the creature in the cartoon shown in Fig-
ure 3.

For a human inspector it is relatively easy, to answer the
question ”What is similar among these animals?” just by ap-
plying the eyeball technique. The remarkable fact in this case
is that one does not have to define the criteria for the search
in advance. It seems to be obvious that the brain determines
these criteria interactively in a hierarchical manner: After short
inspection one will find that the animals have similarly shaped
faces. In what way is this example relevant for an application
in molecular sciences? A simple example may demonstrate
this relevance: The molecule benzamidine and the protein
PTI are both inhibitors for the activity of trypsine. No global
similarity search algorithm has any chance of finding this
result simply as a consequence of the fact that these mol-
ecules only show partial similarity. However, the application
of the eyeball technique is also not trivial in this case. The
molecular scenarios have to be transferred to MGRs which
are acceptable for the human ”search engine”. The same is
true for complementarity searches. The two objects shown in
Figure 4 have two areas of complementarity.

The first one (a hand with fingers) obviously fits to a glove
type cavity, a human profile type shape is possibly recog-
nized only on a second view. In any case, it is relatively easy
to see by inspection that a regularly shaped object (the key)
“probably fits” into a rigid surface of complementary shape
(the lock) if pattern elements for this analysis are stored in
the brain. This should be kept in mind while developing MGR
tools. An optimally tailored graphical interface has to give
the inspector the possibility for an interactive modification
(as a whole or in detail) of the representation in such a way
that his own abilities for pattern recognition are supported in
the best way. In the next section some of the possibilities for

the generation of MGRs are presented in order to show the
bandwidth of the present technology.

Transformation of molecular information to a represen-
tation which is convenient for human interactions

Chemists have a long tradition in inventing and applying
model scenarios for the rational analysis and communication
of molecular information. The standard models are formed
out of wood, metal or polymer material. They can help a
chemist estimate whether a certain arrangement of molecu-
lar parts necessary for a particular reaction can be reached.
However, the use of materialized models can only give a rough
insight into the elementary interactions of molecules, i.e. these
models give only a poor representation of the way molecules
“see each other”. The use of present computer graphics tech-
niques enables the chemist to extend his model world sig-
nificantly. MGRs have to follow the traditional rules of model
building in chemistry in order to be widely accepted by chem-
ists. On the other hand, with the new technology chemists
have the great opportunity to generalize old ideas and to es-
tablish model scenarios which take into account the building
laws of the microscopic world. A prerequisite for this is an
effective man-machine communication, i.e. the “molecular
point of view” has to be transformed into pictures which can
be easily analyzed with the human recognition capacity. It is
not the aim of this paper to review all the different techniques
presently used in the field of molecular visualization. A col-
lection of images (see Figure 5) generated in the lab of the
authors may serve as an overview.

More details can be found in a recent review from our
group [31]. In this section we focus on two concepts. The
first is the concept of molecular surfaces, which can be ad-
equately used in order to transform information into a visual
representation of molecular properties which may serve as a
first trial for an analysis with the aid of the eyeball tech-
nique. The second representation is related to the visualiza-
tion of volumetric data.

While for the molecular surfaces the brain may find struc-
ture elements from the real world (like knobs, ridges, holes,
canyons, saddles etc. as building blocks for shape recogni-
tion, there are only a few such elements available in the case
of 3D volumetric information. An example for the latter may
be fog of different density. Missing a separating surface be-
tween different space areas obviously leads to confusion in
the recognition process.

Molecular surfaces

It is clear that atoms and molecules do not have a surface like
macroscopic objects of our everyday life. Nevertheless, as a
consequence of the statement given above it is very conven-
ient to define such a molecular surface as a separation for
“inside” and “outside” and as a screen for the representation
of properties reflecting the interaction with other molecules.
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Figure 5 (continues next page)Molecular graphics repre-
sentations (MGRs) for different molecular scenarios and dif-
ferent applications. (a) MGR of the protein p53: The full struc-
ture is shown in stick representation. In addition the second-
ary structure is shown in a simplified manner: red drums rep-
resent alpha helixes, green ribbons beta sheets and the yel-
low tubes are the loops; (b) Ribbon representation of the light
and heavy chains of an antibody protein (IgG). This MGR is
particularly useful for the submission of a rapid overview on
the secondary structure. Oligosaccaride ligands are high-
lighted through a CPK-representation; (c) The protein cyto-
chrome P450: parts of the molecular surface are blended out
in order to make the active center visible. The color coding
on the molecular surface represents local hydrophobicity. The
heme group in the active center of the protein is represented
in CPK representation while the backbone of the protein is
shown as a stick model; (d) Capped stick representation of a
p53-DNA complex: The molecular surface is only shown in
the binding area. The electrostatic potential of the protein is
mapped onto this surface by texture mapping technology (see
text): red indicates a positive blue a negative potential value.
The backbone of the protein is shown as a yellow ribbon; (e)
Isosurface representation (see text) of the electrostatic po-
tential around a tryptophane derivative molecule. Red and
blue surfaces represent a positive and negative potential value
of identical absolute value, respectively, gray is the isosurface
for neutral potential value. The individual surfaces are shown
with transparency in order to submit a better insight; (f) Water
density (as obtained from molecular dynamics simulations)
around a glucose molecule. The density is shown as a con-
tour map with texture mapping technology on a plane inter-
secting the molecular area. The plane can be moved interac-
tively in order to obtain an overview over the complete den-
sity function (red: high density, blue: low density); (g) Water
density around a glucose molecule (as in fig. 5f) represented
by 3D texture mapping. The fog type representation allows
an immediate recognition of ”hot spots” (values of high den-
sity in a small volume area); (h) Electrostatic interaction
between a glucose and a water molecule. The electrostatic
potential values of both molecules are represented by texture
mapping technology on the molecular surface. The yellow
cones are representations of the electric field between the
molecules. The top of the cones point in field direction, their
size is proportional to the field strength; (i) Separating sur-
face between a glucose and a water molecule. This surface is
generated from the condition that every surface point has to
have an identical closest distance to both of the molecular
partners. The separating surface representation is very ef-
fectively applicable for interactive docking procedures.
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A smooth molecular surface can be generated by rolling
around another hard sphere model particle on the CPK sur-
face. This model, which was first introduced by Richards,
[32-35] forms some reference standard for molecular surface
generations in many molecular modeling packages. The con-
tact surface representation gives the chemist some insight
into the molecular shape as it would be seen from a particle
of given size. Surfaces generated with the same test particle
(e.g. a water molecule with an effective sphere radius of r =
1.4 Å) can be compared qualitatively and quantitatively.
Moreover, the contact surface, generated with a water probe,
is well suited in order to discuss shape fitting (for example of
two proteins [17]). Formal molecular surfaces have become
important tools for the interpretation of molecular proper-
ties, interactions and processes [10,11,36-38]. A detailed re-
view has been given by Mezey [35].

The molecular surface concept is not only useful for a
representation of the bulkiness and the shape of molecules.
These surfaces can be used as screens for the visualization of
arbitrary properties using color coding techniques. Color cod-
ing is a popular means of displaying scalar information on a
surface [39]. In interactive molecular graphics, high contrast
color code variation can be realized by using texture map-
ping techniques which are available on graphical workstations
and high end PC’s to represent a color ramp as a 1D texture
(see Figures 5c, 5d, 5h, 5i). Texture mapping is a technique
that applies an image to an object’s surface as if the image
were a decal or cellophane shrink-wrap. The image exists in
a parametric coordinate space called the texture space [15,40-
42].

Mapping the calculated property into texture space instead
of color space ensures that the coloring evaluated at every
pixel is taken from information lying in-between the values
of the relevant vertices. High contrast variation in the color
code is then possible, even on sparsely tessellated surfaces.
It is important to note that, although the texture is one-di-
mensional, it is possible to tackle a three-dimensional prob-
lem, because the dimensionality of the texture space does
not affect the object space.

The independence of texture and object coordinate space
is well suited to accommodate immediate changes to the
meaning of the color, i.e. by applying simple 3D transforma-
tions in texture space. Translation allows readjustment of the
zero line of the color code, while scaling of the texture changes
the range of the mapping. Such modifications may be per-
formed in real-time.

Similar to the 1D texture used as a color code on a
molecular surface, the texture space may be extended to 2D
or even 3D (see Figure 5), incorporating additional informa-
tion with each additional dimension, such that a maximum
of three independent properties can be simultaneously be visu-
alized. Special care must be taken not to overload the surface
with too much information However, texture mapping tech-
nology is not only valuable for the visualization of complex
information, it can also be used for the reduction of com-
plexity by filtering out interactively information from the
graphical representation. Filtering property information on a

molecular surface is able to generate more insight in two
different ways:

(1) The filter allows the scientist to distinguish between
important and irrelevant information.

(2) The filter puts an otherwise qualitative property into a
quantitative context.

In both cases the information can be filtered using a func-
tion mapping which suppresses all information not exceed-
ing a specific threshold, or a continuous filter may be used to
allow for a more fine grained quantification.

Filtering may be implemented analogously to the color
coding technique presented above, if one uses 2D or 3D tex-
ture maps. A useful application results from the filtering of
properties such as the electrostatic potential and the local
hydrophobicity (see Figure 6, Video 1).

The enormous progress in the application of texture map-
ping in MGR technology is not simply related to the new
way of image manipulation per se but to the possibility that
both the object space and the texture space can be manipu-
lated interactively, i.e. with this technique the inspector has a
relatively large freedom for generating an image which is
optimal for his own reception. This is demonstrated with the
scenarios presented in Video 1 (Figure 6). In Figure 6 the
electrostatic potential (calculated on the basis of MO calcu-
lation) and the molecular free energy surface density,
MolFESD [43-44] are mapped on the molecular surface with
the aid of 2D-texture map. While the first quantity is repre-
sented by a color code the second is used as a filtering prop-
erty which can be handled interactively. Taking into account
that positive MolFESD values correspond to hydrophobic,
negative to hydrophilic areas, one can interactively relate these
two quantities with the aim to generate, for example, a new
receptor model while comparing different molecules with the
same strategy. This has recently been demonstrated for a set
of sweeteners [44].

Three dimensional data fields

Visualization and quantification of data fields in 3D space
becomes increasingly important in molecular science. There
are many possibilities for such a visualization. Some exam-
ples are shown in Figure 5. For all of them interactivity play
an even more prominent role than for the investigations on
the basis of molecular surfaces.

As has been mentioned above, there are only a few bind-
ing blocks in the human brain which can be used for the analy-
sis and recognition of 3D bulky information. One of the pos-
sibilities for a transformation of a volumetric data field to a
convenient visualization for the application of the eyeball
technique is the isosurface representation.

Here only this representation should be shortly reviewed.
Isosurfaces are the two-dimensional analogs to iso-lines in
hydrographic or topographic maps. Among a variety of
isosurface generation algorithms [10,45-48], the marching
cube [45] has become one of the most popular ones because
of its speed and multiple applicability. With this algorithm
isosurfaces can be generated interactively on workstations as
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well as on high end PC’s. In contrast to iso-lines in two di-
mensional maps, a collection of isosurfaces (for example re-
lated to equidistant iso-values in property space) cannot be
inspected simultaneously simply as a consequence of the fact
that in almost all cases most of these surfaces are hidden
behind others. One can occasionally circumvent this prob-
lem by using transparent surfaces (see Figure 5e), but this
technique leads to a drastic increase of complexity of the
image and so to a decrease of graphical excellence. A solu-
tion is the introduction of a “time sequence” of such sur-
faces.

An illuminating example for the application is the com-
parison of HOMO-(highest occupied molecular orbital) and
LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) as is demon-
strated in Video 2 (Figure 7). There is no particular iso-value

which can be optimally chosen for the clear recognition of
the topology of these orbitals and the characteristic differ-
ence between the HOMO and LUMO state. The choice de-
pends on the personal reception ability of the human inspec-
tor as well as on the physical quantity the inspector is inter-
ested in: for the understanding of spectroscopic properties
(transition moments etc.) one certain isosurface may become
highly informative while for the analysis of chemical reac-
tivity another value may be more expressive. The simultane-
ous change of isosurfaces and molecular orientation allows
the inspector to find out the best representation. Moreover, it
may happen that even the continuous change of the surfaces
under interactive control is the key property for graphical
excellence (in Tufte’s definition, see section 2) in this case.

Figure 6 (video 1) Molecular surface of a sucralose mol-
ecule. The surface is color coded according to the electro-
static potential. 2D-texture mapping technology is applied
in order to blend out certain hydrophobicity values of the

surface (according to the molecular free energy concept
MolFESD [43,44]). Four different filtering situations are
shown in 6a – 6d. In video 1 a continuous change of the
filtering process is shown as a time sequence
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The reduction of complexity for the enhancement of
insight

One of the key questions in the field of computer aided mo-
lecular modeling is related to the molecular docking process.
The qualitative and quantitative treatment are both control-
led by an effective handling of the question of molecular
complementarity.

The problem to be solved can be formulated easily as fol-
lows: Find structures for complexes AB built from two mo-
lecular components A and B in solution for which the free
energy ∆Gass

AB = GAB-GA-GB takes a (relative or absolute)
minimum, and for a given receptor (say A) find those mol-
ecules B’ out of a large set B for which ∆Gass

AB’  << ∆Gass
AB

holds. The solution of the general problem has two compo-
nents, the computational component (related to the computa-
tion of free energy differences ∆Gass

AB’ ) and the classifica-
tion component (the definition of the set B’ ). In this work,
we only stress the second one.

The classification problem deals with the question of how
to define for a given molecule A and a reference set B the set
B’ of possible docking partners. This problem is strongly re-
lated to the question of molecular similarity or molecular
complementarity of the molecule A and those from the set B’
in the region of a receptor (if this is known). We are thus
looking at the molecules from the point of view of a “mo-
lecular inspector” and trying to discover which may belong
to a certain class of possible “keys” to fit some given “lock”.
The search becomes even more complicated when the “lock”

Figure 7 (video 2) HOMO- (left) and LUMO- (right) wave
functions for the vitamin B2 molecule. a-d: Isosurfaces for
the negative (blue) and positive (red) amplitude for decreas-

ing iso-values. In the video sequence the interactive change
of the iso-value as well as the orientation of the molecules is
shown as the result of an interactive treatment
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cannot be specified. In this case one is looking for
complementarity between arbitrary regions of one molecule
and regions of a second molecule without any knowledge of
the search patterns. For simplicity we restrict the following
discussion to the comparison of molecular shapes.

It has been demonstrated in section III that the pattern
recognition abilities can be well applied for the investigation
of possible shape complementarity of 2D objects. How can
this be transferred to 3D objects like proteins? The surfaces
of these molecules “look” like the surfaces of highly irregu-
lar potatoes. Moreover, for an interactive shape matching there
are additional problems which are again (like in the isosurface
analysis) related to the hidden surface problem: in order to

analyze whether two surface elements are close to each other
one has to inspect their interference area. This can only be
done if irrelevant parts of the scenario are blended out, i.e if
the human searcher has visual access to the relevant surface
patches. Such an outblending can again be performed with
the aid of interactive texture mapping technology. This is
demonstrated in Video 3 (Figure 8). Therein, different areas
of the molecular surface can be removed from the graphical
representation on the basis of the value of the surface topog-
raphy index (STI) which varies as 0 ≤ STI ≤ 4 and is calcu-
lated from the local canonical curvatures of the molecular
surface. The STI values are related to the topography as [17]

Figure 8 (video 3) Interactive docking of the proteins trypsine
and pancreatic trypsine inhibitor (PTI) using texture map-
ping and filtering according to the surface topography index
(STI [17]). From figs. 8a and 8b it is seen that there is only a
minor chance for a success of the interactive docking be-

cause of the hidden surface problems. In figs. 8c and 8d this
problem is reduced by just showing those areas in both mol-
ecules which are complementary in shape according to the
STI classification. Video 3 shows the interactivity of the whole
process
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STI = 0 Ý bag STI = 1 Ý cleft STI = 2 Ý saddle

STI = 3 Ý ridge STI = 4 Ý knob STI = –1 Ý plateau

i.e. one can select surface areas of a given topography (a
knob for example) of one molecule interactively and that of
topographical complementarity (a hole in this case) and show
the corresponding surface elements. With this reduction of
the surface complexity, the eyeball technique can be easily
applied. It is important to say that the information filtering
can be performed on an interactive time scale, i.e. one can
change the surface complementarity criteria during the search.

The transfer of visual information to an algorithm

The example in the last section demonstrates that the reduc-
tion of information can help to optimize the use of the eye-
ball technique for the recognition of shape complementarity.
Nevertheless, the “eyeball” technique has a variety of limita-
tions. These are significant in all those cases when there is
no way of transforming the scenario into a representation
where the human senses are able to recognize data or fea-
tures. Another limitation is related to the large numbers of
objects within a search. If one has to check all molecules
stored in a structural database (104-105 molecular structures)
in order to find those molecules which, in principle, can be
considered as possible “keys” for a given receptor (set B’,
see above), the “eyeball” technique will no longer be appli-
cable, simply for pragmatic reasons. Such a search can be
done only using the increasing power of modern computa-
tional technology.

How can strategies based on human recognition be used
for the development of algorithms which can be applied in
molecular recognition processes, at least in a preselective
manners. This question is somewhat related to a paradigm
change in the application of MGRs in the man-machine in-
teraction in the field of molecular science. Where in the tra-
ditional use MGRs play an important role in the information
transfer process from a simulated world (based on well de-
fined algorithms) to the human brain, the situation is now
completely reversed: the abilities of the human senses should
be transferred to an activity of a computational process. This
is by no means an easy task, because the strategies of the
human searchers are not known in all details.

One trial towards a partial solution of the problem has
recently been published by the group of the authors [49]. In
this approach the concepts of fuzzy logic and, in particular,
the introduction of linguistic variables has been applied. Fuzzy
set theory has been successfully applied in different areas of
pattern recognition and at different stages of the recognition
process (for references see Exner et al. [49]). In our formal-
ism the molecular surface are subdivided in surface patches,
which can be characterized linguistically according to the
STI. The values of the classification variables are knob, ridge,
saddle, cleft, bag, and plateau (Figure 9). The fuzzy logic
strategy for this subdivision as well as the algorithms for the

establishment of surface complementarity were controlled by
visual experience of a human searcher. It is clear that the
transformation of topographical information to a small set of
linguistic variables is a dramatic reduction of complexity.
Moreover the reduction method can only be vaguely defined
(as a matter of principle). Nevertheless it could be demon-
strated [49] with three examples (trypsine-PTI, HLE-ovomu-
coid inhibitor, α-chymotrypsine – ovomucoid inhibitor) that
the proposed method can be very effectively used for the pre-
diction of initial guesses for biomolecular cases particularly
in those cases where the binding sites are not known.

Conclusions and perspectives

It has been demonstrated above that molecular graphics rep-
resentation (MGRs) can be used effectively in many cases in
man-machine communication, i.e. the communication be-
tween a computational process handling a molecular scenario
and the human brain. It also has been demonstrated with a
few examples that a straightforward application of computer
graphics tools is helpful in any case in the field of molecular
graphics. From a computer graphics point of view, there are
nearly no limitations for the complexity of a visual represen-
tation of a 3D scenario on a screen or even in a three dimen-
sional environment like the CAVE. Today, hardware and soft-
ware tools can be handled easily without extensive program-
ming effort. One can say that almost all the problems from
the side of computer graphics technology are solved. Is this
also true for molecular graphics applications? A naive con-
clusion could be that there is no need for a further develop-

Figure 9 Molecular surface of the pancreatic trypsine in-
hibitor (PTI) color coded according to the surface topogra-
phy index (left) and segmented into surface patches which
can be classified with linguistic variables (right). red: knob;
brown: ridge; green: saddle; blue: cleft
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ment in this field culminating in an advice to chemists who
want to communicate to a computer simulated molecular sce-
nario with the aims to obtain new insights and (or) to obtain
quantitative information from the visual inspection (or inter-
action) process as: Take a standard package for scientific visu-
alization, feed in your molecular information and start to work.
This type of applying MGRs may be helpful for all types of
standard applications but it does not automatically fulfill the
postulates of E. Tufte (see section II), i.e. there is no guaran-
tee for ”graphical excellence”. The optimization of the
man-machine communication in molecular sciences along
the criteria outlined in section II requires an active participa-
tion of the human searcher in the actual creation process of a
MGR. One can see the information behind a flood of data, if
the representation is tailored according to the individual needs.
This requires a maximum of freedom for the selection of those
parts of a scenario which may be optimal for the answer of
actual questions and an optimal representation for the best
individual reception. At the moment there is no general de-
velopment line to be seen. Some possible extensions of the
standard use of graphical tools and the integration of compu-
tational processes have been described in this paper, but this
can only be a beginning. There are two aspects which may be
used as a guideline for further developments

(1) the introduction of a common ”molecular graphical
language” and

(2) the introduction of a meta language in order to handle
graphical representation and computational processes simul-
taneously.

The first aspect can be seen as an analog to the introduc-
tion of 2D molecular graphs (as representations of 3D struc-
tures) which has lead to a substantial increase of the develop-
ment of chemistry at the beginning of this century – all chemist
understand this representation in more or less the same way -
and the second as a generalization and quantification of re-
action trees.
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Supplementary material available Three videos showing
different molecular scenarios are available in MPEG-format
as supplementary materials. These MPEG-videos can be
viewed with different video playback programs. On Windows
systems the Microsoft Windows Media Player (available at
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/mediaplayer/) and on
Unix systems the program mpeg_play (available at http://
brmc.berkeley.edu/frame/research/mpeg/mpeg_play.html)
can be used.
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